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Fall Whimsy    By Lonna Lamb (c) 2019 

Supplies:  
 Water Basin 

  Palette paper 

  Paper Towels 

  Stylus 

  Tracing Paper 

  Graphite paper  Grey & White 

  Pencil or pen 

  Misting bottle 

 Fine sanding pad 

 T-Square or Ruler 

 Scotch Tape 

 Scissors 

Surface:  

12 x 12 or 10 x 10 or 8 x 8  Canvas or adjust size to fit any surface you desire. 
You may reduce or enlarge the pattern to fit your surface.  
 
www.lonnasartdesign.com 

 Artist Sponge TO106 

 Stippling Sponge TO110 

 Tri Eraser TO104 

 Lonna's Favorite Chalk Pencil TO103 

 Halloween Word Stencil STL119 or stencil of your choice. 
 

Paints: DecoArt Americana Acrylics www.decoart.com 

 Burnt Umber DA064 

 Buttermilk DA03 

 Cadmium Yellow DA010 

 Coca DA259 

 Deep Midnight Blue DA166 

 Festive Green DA230 

 Georgia Clay DA017 

 Glamour Dust Ice Crystal DGD09 

 Golden Yellow DA371 

 Lamp Black Da067 

 Lavender DA034 

 Leaf Green DA051 

 Olive Green DA056 

 Periwinkle DA366 

 Pumpkin DA013 

 Scarlet DA345 

 Snow White DA01 

 Traditional Burnt Sienna DA223 

 Turquoise Blue DA268 

 Tuscan Red DA265 

Mediums: DecoArt: DuraClear Satin Varnish DS21, Multi Purpose Sealer DS17 

Brushes:3/4", 8 & 10 Flats, 12 & 10 Soft Curved or Curved Flat or 3/8" and 1/2" Angle, 2 & 4 Round, 10/0 

Liner, 1/2 Mop, 4 Medium size scruffy brushes for dry rubbing 
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Preparation: 

On your 12 x 12 canvas measure 3" from one side at the top and bottom and draw a line, if using a 10x10 

canvas measure over 2 1/2" and if using an 8 x8 canvas measure over 2".  Using scotch tape, tape along this 

line placing the tape on the 3" section. 

Trace the pattern to tracing paper and transfer on the outside shape of the leaves and pumpkin, not details 

at this time.  

Base in the area around the pumpkin all the way to the top of the canvas with Deep Midnight Blue, don't 

forget to do the edges of the canvas as you paint. 

Using a damp stippling sponge pick up Lavender, Turquoise Blue and Deep Midnight Blue on separate 

areas of the sponge and stipple the Lavender and Turquoise Blue onto the background.  Use the Deep 

Midnight Blue on the sponge to gently blend these colors to remove and hard spots or dots or lines.  Work 

wet into wet paint, if the paint starts to dry very lightly spritz your surface with water VER LIGHTLY and 

continue working the paint until you like the effect of the background. 

Remove the tape let the paint dry completely. 

Tape off on the area you just painted and paint the 3" in section with Lamp Black. I used a damp artist 

sponge to do this.  Flip the sponge over and pick up Turquoise Blue on the back side of the sponge and tape 

this into the corner and along the outer edge of the canvas, apply to some to the canvas edge as well by just 

tapping it on you don't need complete coverage on the edge of the canvas. 

When dry stencil on some fun Halloween words or any fun design you'd like to use. 

Remove the tape.  When paint is dry Transfer on the words. 

Transfer detail lines of the pumpkin shape (not sections yet), the leaves and the acorns.  DO NOT add the 

berries at this time. 

Mix Buttermilk and Scarlet to make a nice orange and basecoat the pumpkin in. 

When dry add the section lines on. 

 

Leaves Base Coats: 

1. Dark Orange Leaves: base in with Pumpkin there are 2  

2. Light Orange Leaves: base in with an equal mix of Pumpkin and Snow White and Golden Yellow, 

there are 3. 

3. Yellow Leaves: base in with Golden Yellow, there are 3. 

4. Green Leaves: base in with an equal mix of Leaf Green and Snow White, there are 10. 

5. Brown Leaves: base in with an equal mix of Coco and Snow White, there are 4. 

 

Pumpkin: 

Base the stem with 2 coats of Cocoa. 

Shade on the outer edge of each section with Georgia Clay. 

 

TIP: To dry rub you load a DRY brush with paint, go to a DRY paper towel and remove most 

of the paint. Begin gently rubbing in the area you want to leave paint, when the paint doesn't 

come off the brush much you can then give it a little more pressure, reload the same way 

and ALWAYS start on your project with very soft gentle rubbing pressure. 

 

Dry rub highlight with Pumpkin.  Do not wash the brush load Golden Yellow and repeat the highlight.  

Once you have done the Golden Yellow reload and offload the brush as described above and do the Golden  
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Yellow one more time keeping this more at the tops of the pumpkin. 

 

Darken Shading with Traditional Raw Sienna. 

 

Load Snow White on the dry rubbing brush now and keep this mostly at the top of each section, the paint 

will be a light yellow because you have the Golden Yellow still in the brush.  Reload with Snow White one 

more time and a brighter highlight. 

HIGHLIHTING TIP: Each time you layer another color on your highlight you should do a 

smaller highlight than the one before. 

 

Pumpkin Stem: 

Shade with Burnt Umber, repeat and add a tiny bit of Traditional Raw Sienna to the Burnt Umber. 

Highlight with a mix of Cocoa and a touch of Snow White. 

Deepen shading with a mix of Burnt Umber and a touch of Lamp Black. 

Dry brush highlight with Snow White. 

 

Finishing the Leaves: 

Dark Orange Leaves: Float these colors in random places pulling the color into the leaves a bit - Tuscan 

Red, Golden Yellow and Turquoise Blue.  Repeat all the floats a second time to darken them.   Add a little 

bit of Snow White to the Golden Yellow and lighten the tips of the Yellow edges. 

Light Orange Leaves:  Float these colors in random places pulling the color into the leaves a bit  -  

Scarlet, Festive Green and Cadmium Yellow, repeat all the floats to darken them. 

Yellow Leaves: Float these colors in random places pulling the color into the leaves a bit - Georgia Clay, 

Lavender and Cadmium Yellow. 

Green Leaves: Float Leaf Green at the base of each green leaf, float Olive Green on the tip of each green 

leaf.  Deepen shading with a mix of Leaf Green + a little dot of Lamp Black.  Brighten Highlight with a mix 

of Olive Green + Cadmium Yellow 2:1. Then just Cadmium Yellow at the tips of the 3 green leaves closest to 

the pumpkin. 

Brown Leaves: Float these colors in random places pulling the color into the leaves a bit  -  Burnt Umber, 

Scarlet and Festive Green. Add some of the Cocoa and Snow White mix back in if you have lost too much of 

the base color with this leaf. 

 

Acorns: 

Base the caps with a mix of Burnt Umber and Lamp Black to make a brown/black color not too dark. 

Base the nut  with Cocoa. 

Add hash marks on the cap with Lamp Black and then with Cocoa for highlight. 

Shade under the cap on the nut with the brown/black mix. 

Shade one edge of the cap if you can with Lamp Black and where they go under a leaf. 

Shade the left side of nuts with Burnt Umber pulling it over into the nut a little over 1/2 way, repeat just on 

the edge. 

Add a bright highlight of Snow White on the very edge of the cap to pull it more forward, see photo if 

needed for placement. 

 

 

Transfer in the berries and the two remaining small leaves. 
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Small Leaves: Base with Golden Yellow, highlight with a mix of Golden Yellow and Snow White. Shade 

with a mix of Scarlet and Golden Yellow.  Stem is a mix of Festive Green and little bit of Golden Yellow. 

 

Berries: Base with Periwinkle. Shade with Deep Midnight Blue.  Highlight with a mix of Periwinkle and 

Snow White 1:2.    Add a final dot of highlight with Snow White. 

 

Spider:  Base with Lamp Black. 

Add highlights of Turquoise. A few bright highlights of Snow White. 

Legs are Lamp Black with a Buttermilk highlight. 

Shoes are Tuscan Red. Shoe strings are Buttermilk as well as the highlight on the toe of each shoe. Brush on 

2 coats of Glamour Dust Ice Crystal. 

Eyes are  a mix of Olive Green and Festive Green, with a Lamp Black dot and a Snow White Highlight. 

Outline eyes with Lamp Black. Apply 2 coats of Glamour Dust Ice Crystal to the eye when dry. 

Mouth and teeth are Snow White . 

 

Cobwebs: Paint in with Buttermilk.  Highlight with Snow White.  Brush on Glamour Dust Ice Crystal 

randomly on the cobwebs for sparkle. 

 

Lettering:  Base with Lavender.  Drag Turquoise Blue up from the bottom of each letter.  Apply 2 coats of 

Glamour Dust Ice Crystal. 

 

Line down side: Tape off 1/4" along the edge between the pumpkin and the words and paint in with a 

mix of Georgia Clay and Scarlet.  Tap a little bit of Golden Yellow here and there along the line, remove the 

tape. 

 

Finishing Details: 

Pick out a few berries by the leaves and apply 2 coats of Glamour Dust Ice crystal to them to bring the bling 

down to the pumpkin. 

Finish the bottom edge of the canvas with Deep Midnight Blue, Turquoise Blue and Lavender if you haven't 

already done so. 

 

Varnish with 2 coats of Satin Varnish. 

 

No reproduction or copying of this pattern packet is allowed under copyright laws.  You may 

paint for sale but design cannot be mass produced.  If teaching, a packet for each student 

must be purchased. 

Please contact lonnasstrokeofart@gmail.com for special permissions and discounts for 

class packets. 

www.lonnasstrokeofart.com 

 www.facebook.com/lonnasstrokeofart 

 

 

mailto:lonnasstrokeofart@gmail.com
http://www.lonnasstrokeofart.com/
http://www.facebook.com/lonnasstrokeofart
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